Kinematic evaluation of horizontal reaching movements in rotator cuff disease during robotic rehabilitation
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Abstract – Upper limb reaching movements (RM) are the most used motor task in robotic rehabilitation treatments of several disorders of the arm and the shoulder. Robotic rehabilitation allow to record quantitative data about movement patterns that can help clinicians to better address the rehabilitation protocols providing information not captured using clinical measures, but the biomechanical parameters proposed until today, to evaluate the quality of the movement, are related to the specific robot used and to the type of exercise performed and are not yet standardized. In this paper a quantitative kinematic assessment of robot assisted upper arm free reaching movements is proposed. Particularly, the effect of rotator cuff tendinopathy on kinematic patterns during horizontal movements has been evaluated.

INTRODUCTION

When humans make point-to-point movements in free space can choose, in principle, among infinite possible trajectories. However, it was been demonstrated [1-3] that when humans are asked to reach a stationary target, so performing a reaching movement (RM), despite the infinite number of possible trajectories, they follow stereotypical patterns and tend to choose trajectories with specific features, defined invariant kinematics [4-8]. Particularly subjects tend to move their hand along a straight path with a single-peaked, bell-shaped velocity profile and these features are independent of the hand’s initial and final position within the workspace [9-13]. In the last few years, the RM derive their growing importance not only by the contribution they give to the understanding of the movement’s physiology, but also to their diffusion in rehabilitative field. Upper limb RM are in fact the most used motor task in rehabilitation treatments of several disorders of the arm and the shoulder of various central and peripheral etiology [14]. Moreover kinematic assessment in reaching movements is considered as “a strategy level assessment” for upper arm function [15] and permits to carefully analyze the influence of impairment on reaching movement [16].

Recent studies have focused on the development of mechatronic and robotic systems for rehabilitation which make able the patient to perform repetitive and goal-oriented movements. These systems permit to make a safe and intensive training that can be done in combination with other kinds of rehabilitative treatments.

Kinematic analysis allow to record quantitative data about movement patterns that can help clinicians to better address the rehabilitation protocols providing information not captured using clinical measures, and usable as reliable outcome measures in clinical upper limb rehabilitative settings [17;18]. Currently, different systems for robot-aided neuro-rehabilitation developed for upper limb rehabilitation there exist, like in particular 1) the MIT-Manus; 2) the mirror image motion enabler (MIME) robots, developed for unrestricted unilateral or bilateral 2D shoulder and elbow movement; 3) the ARM guide assisting 1D reaching in a straight-line trajectory; 4) the Bi-Manu-Track, enabling the bilateral passive and active practice of forearm and wrist movement; and 5) the Gentle/s system [19], which can provide robot mediated motor tasks in a three-dimensional space. Although all these systems have been differently applied in the robot mediated therapy (RMT) of patients affected by different congenital or acquired brain injury, none of the previously performed studies addressed a standardized quantitative kinetic evaluation of robot assisted upper arm free reaching movements. The biomechanical parameters proposed until today in the scientific literature, to evaluate the quality of the movement, are related to the specific robot used and to the type of exercise performed and are still far to be considered as viable alternatives to the clinical scales. Despite to the motors benefits achieved thanks to RMT, another limit of this technique is the lack of information that show improvements on “activity of daily living” (measures ADL) [20].

This study aimed to develop a quantitative kinematic assessment of robot assisted upper arm free reaching movements, by means of evaluation metrics supplied by
the robot device, taking advantage by the speed profile shape that is the kinematic invariant of all point-to-point RM, using relatively simple indexes typical of a Gaussian profile. In particular, we report a case study concerning the comparison between kinematic patterns of a subject affected by rotator cuff tendinopathy and a healthy subject.

Table 1. Description of the movements sequence in horizontal reaching tasks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>External</td>
<td>EH1</td>
<td>External Horizontal 1</td>
<td>Horizontal abduction of the right (left) shoulder from the middle position to the outer right (left)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal</td>
<td>IH1</td>
<td>Internal Horizontal 1</td>
<td>Horizontal adduction of the right (left) shoulder from the right external position (left) to the middle one</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal</td>
<td>IH2</td>
<td>Internal Horizontal 2</td>
<td>Horizontal adduction of the right (left) shoulder from the middle position to left (right) external one</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>External</td>
<td>EH2</td>
<td>External Horizontal 2</td>
<td>Horizontal adduction of the right (left) shoulder from the outer left (right) position to the middle one</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Motor task and training protocols

For this study, 1 healthy subject (HS) and 1 pathological subject (PS) (males, 45 years old) have been enrolled. Informed consent was obtained from each of them prior to their participation in the study.

Each subject has been underwent to 2 sessions, with at least intervals of 15° of resting time between them. Each session consists of 7 trial composed by 2 horizontal reaching tasks (external and internal, as defined in table 1), with at least intervals of 1° of resting time between two trials. Each trial has been executed at a fixed target amplitude (of 30°).

Kinematic task consists on a visually-guided planar reaching task. Two targets are away from a central point of 30° (really the arm reaches each new position covering a 30° angle) and visual feedback of both target and robot handle location are provided on a computer screen in front of the robot (Fig. 1). Hence, the task required each subject to move the hand from the center position to the target and then return to the center with a sequence of 2 single-joint movements (table 1).

Before measurements recording, subjects executed 3 trials as training.

Vertical RM were not considered since the pathological subject was not able to perform them.

The shoulder rehabilitation device used has been the Multi-Joint-System (MJS) of the Tecnobody.

Its mechanical arm is provided with four “freedom” ranges, giving the patient freedom of joint movement in the three fundamental axes of movement: Anterior-Posterior, Adduction-Abduction, Internal rotation-External rotation.

During the session, subjects have been asked to seat on the ergonomic chair of the robot with the trunk erected, neck straight fixing the central green starting point on the front monitor (green circle with letter “H” in Fig. 1). The arm under test holding the robot grip by the hand in a position parallel to the floor at 90° with the trunk (anatomic position), the arm not under test on side handle close to the seat (Fig. 2).

B. Signal processing

Spatial coordinates of the handle position along x and y axes were analogically recorded with a 1/10° resolution and sampled at a sampling rate of 20 Hz. Quantitative kinematic analysis of the reaching movements has carried out estimating their velocity profile by means of a moving average derivative filter with trade-off features
between a low-pass filtering and theoretical derivative high-pass transfer function. Movement’s onset/end times were calculated considering the angular excursion between two successive zero crossing on the velocity profile. In order to avoid to consider false positives due to noise, only the zero crossings with an interval distance equal to the set angular excursion of the target were accepted [21].

C. Quantitative kinematic analysis

Quantitative kinematic analysis of the reaching movements has been described both by morphological indexes and by statistical indexes. Morphological indexes here considered are amplitude and duration of the position signal, mean and symmetry coefficient of the velocity signal. Mean velocity is here named m.velocity and the symmetry coefficient is calculated as the ratio between the time interval from the peak of the velocity to the end of the movement (deceleration time) and from the onset to the peak of the velocity (acceleration time). In addition the quality of the movements have been described by smoothness index. It was been demonstrated that in order to produce a maximum smoothness movement, one must minimize the jerk cost functional defined as:

\[
J = \int_0^d \left( \frac{d^3 x(t)}{dt^3} \right)^2 dt \quad (1)
\]

where \( x \) is the angular displacement. Movement smoothness has been used as a measure of motor performance of both healthy subjects [22] and persons with stroke [23].

In order to avoid the dependence on amplitude and duration of movements, the normalized smoothness is considered and among the different ways to normalize jerk-based measures proposed in literature [24-29], we have chosen the following dimensionless jerk measure (Eq. 2):

\[
J = \frac{D^5}{A^2} \int_{t_0}^{t_f} \left( \frac{d^3 \Theta}{dt^3} \right)^2 dt \quad (2)
\]

As previously proposed [30], a different way to describe each movement is to consider indexes based on the consideration that velocity profile of the movements have a bell-shaped gaussian-like morphology [1]. On this basis, the signal can be described statistically like a probability density function respectively by means of \( k \)-order moments or \( k \)-orders central moments of Eq. (3) and (4).

\[
M_k = E \left[ X^k \right] \quad (3)
\]

\[
M_k = E \left[ (X - M_1)^k \right] \quad (4)
\]

Of particular interest appear the third and fourth order central moment, respectively named skewness and kurtosis. The skewness coefficient describes the symmetry of the shape, with a zero value in case of symmetry, a positive or a negative value respectively in case of a right or left asymmetry. The kurtosis coefficient describes the flatness of the shape, with a three value (normokurtosis) in case of a gaussian bell-shape flatness. Distributions with negative or positive excess kurtosis are called platykurtic distributions or leptokurtic distributions respectively.

D. Statistical Analysis

In order to test if differences obtained in indexes’ values are due to chance or to the type of movement a Mann Whitney test has been used.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A total of 56 RM was recorded for each subject.

In Fig.3 we reported the signal position recorded for both healthy and pathological subject for a complete task. In Fig.4-5 are shown the position, velocity, acceleration and jerk profile related to EH1 movement for bth HS and PS. As was to be expected, the movement of the pathological subject is more fragmented and less continuous. It is notable that the complete movement had a highly asymmetric speed, acceleration and jerk profile, quite unlike normal human movement. Particularly, it can possible to note several peaks in the velocity profile, typical situation in pathological movement (e.g. stroke disease), according to literature [31].

This behavior is also confirmed by the statistical analysis, whose results are shown in table I. It is possible to observe that the kinematic indexes for PS are significantly different from the those evaluated for HS. The value of symmetry coefficient resulted different from one in PS, indicating that the phases of acceleration and deceleration contribute differently in their movement. Skewness index also showed significant p values between HS and PS. Particularly interesting is the behavior of the smoothness index which is about ten times higher compared to one of the HS. Finally the kurtosys resulted different from the theoretic value of 3and differences are not significant, indicating that signals, even if symmetric (HS), are more flat than Gaussian curves.

Interesting is the behavior of the mean velocity value that appears to be similar in PS compared to HS. This could be an indicator of a good performance of the task carried out by the PS, although studying the cinemetic quality of the movement through the above indices there is a significant deviation from ideal behavior.
These preliminary results indicate a sensitivity of the kinematic indexes proposed greater than that of commonly observed, such as for example velocity metrics, hence these indexes could be useful in deeper clinical evaluation of patients during fine movements assessment. A better and quantitative measure of impairment would improve the accuracy and strengthen the predictive ability of models of recovery. This in turn would lead to more effective therapy and, presumably, faster and more complete recovery from the disease.
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